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Grooming Professional Accountants
The Malaysian Institute of Certified Public Accountants (MICPA) recently participated in the
TalentCorp-Graduan recruitment fair held in Australia which targeted Malaysians studying in
Australian universities. MICPA was there to promote the MICPA-ICAA Programme designed to
develop and equip professional accountants. The Programme was well-received by the students
who attended the fair – they learned that one qualification entitles candidates to two
memberships with prestigious professional accounting bodies - MICPA and the Institute of
Chartered Accountants Australia (ICAA).
This joint programme is the result of a strategic partnership between the two bodies, which
opens up doors of endless opportunities to its graduates and members as they are entitled
access to the Global Accounting Alliance (GAA) - a network of 800,000 professional
accountants represented by 11 premier accounting bodies around the world. Students were
happy to know that the ICAA Chartered Accountants Programme could be done in Malaysia
through MICPA because of the MICPA-ICAA partnership.
MICPA and ICAA organised a forum in Melbourne consisting of a very distinguished panel of
speakers to discuss the accounting profession in Malaysia and the various initiatives taken to
make the Malaysian workplace a conducive one. Three MICPA Council members – Mr Patrick
Ng, Senior Partner of PwC Malaysia, Dato’ Abdul Rauf Rashid, Managing Partner of Ernst &
Young Malaysia, and Mr Tan Theng Hooi, Managing Partner of Deloitte Malaysia were there to
represent MICPA and their respective firms. We were also privileged to have the Chief
Executive Officer of TalentCorp Malaysia, En Johan Mahmood Merican, HR Partner of EY, Ms
Lee Soo Fern, and ICAA's Director of Asia, Mr Andrew Stringer share their thoughts on this
diverse and versatile profession. The forum concluded with a lively networking session where
students had the opportunity to gain insights up close and personal with the panel of speakers.

Raymond Loh, who is a student of Monash University and the Chairperson of the Malaysian
Students’ Council of Australia, Victoria Chapter (MASCA Victoria) was happy to be part of the
forum as it deepened his knowledge and insights into accounting as a profession. “Being in
such a competitive environment within the accounting industry, taking the MICPA-ICAA
Programme will certainly give me an edge in my future career because of the dual qualification
and the flexibility it provides in terms of the working opportunities available in both Malaysia and
Australia. I truly value hearing first hand from the panel of speakers themselves on their views
of the Programme and the accounting profession as a whole, as they are seasoned practitioners
from whom I can learn a lot from.”
Wong Hong Ling, a student from Melbourne University who attended the career fair and the
forum had this to say: “The forum organised by MICPA and ICAA was definitely worth my while
as I had the chance to interact with so many leaders in the Malaysian accounting industry
besides learning more about the MICPA-ICAA Programme. I was able to ask the questions that
I have always wanted answers to, and I had the best people to answer them.
I had considered staying on in Australia after graduating to pursue a professional career in
accounting until I found out about the MICPA-ICAA Programme. This Programme stands out
from the rest as I would be getting a dual qualification - Chartered Accountant of Australia and
Certified Public Accountant of Malaysia - a good reason to return to my home country. Global
mobility and flexibility in my career are important factors to me. With this programme, I will have
the opportunity to work in international business instead of limiting myself to one country, thanks
to the GAA. As for starting out in my career, I would say there is more opportunity in developing
countries such as Malaysia. What fresh grads like myself need is the opportunity to grow and
develop, and Malaysia would be an ideal place for that.”
Mr Stringer of ICAA shared that “The Institute’s Chartered Accountants program has seen
steady growth in the region, and our partnership with MICPA is proving to be increasingly
popular as students become more aware of the benefits of the program. Our program is
designed to be rigorous, internationally recognised and one which effectively engages with
candidates and members wherever you are around the world.”
For more details about the MICPA-ICAA Programme:
Call +603-2698 9622
Email: micpa@micpa.com.my or visit: www.micpa.com.my

